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Term 1 is officially at its end and what an interesting term it has been. This being my first term
as a Principal has certainly been a learning curve, add in; Year 7’s beginning at High School
for the first time, a staggered return of students due to Covid-19, staff and student absences,
and the rules and the complexities of Covid-19 it has certainly added a layer of difficulty.
However, what this has all shown is how amazing our community, school and teaching staff
are. With each challenge that has been thrown at us, we have been able to combat it and
remain fluid in our approach so that we have been able to provide a quality education to our
students.
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My hat goes off to all the staff who have created lesson plans that are able to be taught in
class, and accessed remotely. Staff have provided opportunities for students to use Google
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Meet to access classes if they couldn’t be on site, engaging our students in their learning. We
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intervention programs. All the while staff were picking up extra relief lessons due to Covid-19
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were able to run our Sports Day, participate in Interschool Sports Day, and run our stretch and
causing staff absences, impacting their planning and preparing time. This effort has allowed
our classes to run relatively un-impeded.
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I would like to thank our students and families who have co-operated and worked with us, as
each new set of rules forced changes in our schools approach. The students have been
amazing in following Covid-19 protocols, thus limiting the effect Covid-19 has had on our site,
with minimal classroom transmissions.
We had hoped to hold our parent teacher interviews face to face, as this would have been our
first time for the term to interact with our families in this manner. Unfortunately we did have to
make a last minute adjustment to these being conducted via zoom. The early feedback has
been positive on this experience, considering the upskilling of staff and students occurred only
days before. The general feeling was that things ran pretty smoothly considering this was the
first time we have ever conducted interviews in this manner. Thank you to the staff for again,
having the dedication and commitment to learning a new platform and to the students and
families who engaged with the online experience.
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We cross our fingers and hope that next term we are able to run some meet the teacher events, have assemblies
and will be able to run school camps. The early indication is these will be able to occur, but as always things can
and will change. We will continue to adapt as best we can with students education at the fore front of all of these
decisions.
The rules around whether masks will be mandatory for staff and students will not be clarified until the holidays and
at this point it appears that it will be late in the second week before we will be notified of a decision. This will make
things difficult from a communication standpoint but we will endeavour to keep families informed.
We are sadly saying farewell and wishing the best to Julianne and David Thomas who are retiring at the end of this
term. Both are long standing staff of Millicent High School. David has been our Groundsman for the past 21 years,
having begun at Millicent High in November of 2000. ‘Thommo’ as he is affectionately known, has been our key
maintenance person, gardener, lawn mower, bin collector, line marker and importantly also worked and supported
some of our more disengaged students. Julianne has been at Millicent High for 22 years, she has worked with so
many students and families across the community in multiple teaching areas but her main passion has always been
within Music and Art. Julianne formed our school band, which is thriving with 23 new students joining this year
alone. This increase is from the work she has done in the community and her involvement in supporting primary
schools with music programs. She set up our instrumental music program which allows our students to have
focused instructional tuition on their relevant instruments. While giving up her time to support students has always
been Julianne’s approach her commitment in supporting school musicals has been second to none, using
lunchtimes, after school hours and weekends to assist with rehearsals. During her time she has overseen 8
musicals which is a huge effort. Julianne has always been one to offer multiple options to her senior classes for
opportunities to engage with music and to have success, often running 3-4 programs simultaneously. We are sad to
see both Julianne and ‘Thommo’ go, but wish them all the best in their retirement.
I hope all of our families are able to enjoy their time together over Easter and the school holiday break. Safe travels
for those on the road and we look forward to seeing students return after the break and hopefully their families too.

Regards

Todd watson
PRINCIPAL

Important Dates for Term 2
May 3rd - Year 8 Retreat Day
May 4th- Year 7 Retreat Day
May 9th - SRC Leadership Conference
May 10th to May 13th - NAPLAN
May 16th to May 20th - NAPLAN
May 31st - Year 10 Immunisations
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Meintangk
Year 7: Riley & Asha
Year 8: Ashlee & Declan
Year 9: Macy & Brayden
Year 10: Jackson & Kasey
Year 11: Tayla & Dalbir
Year 12: Amy & Nathaniel
Marditjali
Year 7: Sarah & Klaye
Year 8: Max & Oskar
Year 9: Niah & Harrison
Year 10: Ella & Brady
Year 11: Tallan & Bella
Year 12: Kelsi & Ty
Buandik
Year 7: Jedd & Olivia
Year 8: Jett & Sara
Year 9: Demi & Cade
Year 10: James & Kallan
Year 11: Cade & Jacob
Year 12: Madi & Calum
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Sports Day

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL STUDENTS THAT PARTICIPATED
IN OUR SPORTS CARNIVAL AND TO OUR WINNERS!
TREMENDOUS EFFORT IN THE WILD WEATHER.
HOUSE WINNERS:
1ST MEINTANGK
2ND BUANDIK
3RD MARDITJALI
13 YEARS-

WINNERS - ASHA AND DECLAN
RUNNERS UP - ASHLEE AND RILEY
14 YEARS-

WINNERS- BETHAN AND CHARLIE
RUNNERS UP - MOLLY AND DEKLAN
15 YEARS-

WINNERS- KASEY AND HARRISON
RUNNERS UP - ABBEY AND WILLIAM
16 YEARS-

WINNERS- ELLA AND KALLAN
RUNNERS UP - EBONY AND CADE
20 YEARS-

WINNERS- FAITH AND ELI
RUNNERS UP - TAYLA AND CALUM

BRENTON HANKIN TROPHY (STUDENT WITH MOST
POINTS) - KALLAN
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INTERSCHOOL
ATHLETICS

Credit to The SE Times for the action
shots!
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PACES

In Numeracy, Senior students have been working on budgets – how to
plan spending, becoming aware of what traps are in advertising,
working out discounts in fractions and percentages.
Junior students have been working on improving their mental math’s
skills with both written worksheets and by counting money and playing
a variety of dice games. Working through problem solving has been
encouraging thinking about which operations to use for the right
outcome.
In Home Ec, Students have been learning about healthy food choices how to plan, and prepare, a healthy food picnic, and comparing the
difference between their lunchbox choices and an ideal lunchbox
demonstrating balanced choices from all the food groups.
Literacy has been learning about the different language used when
writing letters. The students have written a “get well” letter to a
classmate, a letter to Bazaar Pita Pockets enquiring how can we open
the pita pockets without tearing the bread, and a letter to Mr Watson
and Mr Renehan requesting permission to erect the bottle top mural
on a south facing wall of the MCLC building.
Thursday afternoons is time for the FINSKA challenge with an ice cream
at the end of term being the motivation to achieve the highest score.
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OFF THE WALL
During the lockdown at the beginning of this term, the Year 10’s art
challenge for Multi Faculties was to re-create a famous artwork. This
is just an example of the students who participated. Mrs Thomas
and Ms Barton were very impressed with all the students who took
the time to be a part of this re-creation challenge.

Decadent Young Woman:
After the Dance, 1899
Artist: Ramon Casas: Zahra Tsigros

Painting nameThree Children with Dog
Artist- Sofinisba Anguissola
Created- 1590
Jemma Bowering, Kasey
Peak and Indiana Howell
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Artist: Edvard Munch, 1893
“The Scream”
Gabby Tilley

Artist: Rene Magritte –
‘The Son of Man’1964.
Liam Rasmussen
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For Year 10 Art, Room 2, we started the
year revisiting line, 2D and 3D shape,
tonal values and form.
The clay ‘Character Flowers’ were created
with ‘attitude’ and an example of 3D
shapes.

METALWORK
The students and staff of the Year 10 Metalwork class would
like to thank Kieran from Swift Steel and Forge for his
expertise, generosity and guidance,
supporting them in the creation of their hand-crafted
bespoke knife project.
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YEAR 9 ART

In Year 9 Art, both classes researched Mexican Huichol Wool Art
techniques. Traditionally, bees wax is used to secure the wool to
create art work that depicts stories and scenes from everyday life.
The Year 9’s chose a pattern, animal or something of interest to
create their wool art using PVA glue.
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MEDIEVAL SOCIETIES
As Term 1 draws to a close, I am very proud to share some of the amazing work produced by my Year 8
cohort. Students were creatively challenged this term! Participating in project-based learning which
challenged them to create large scale social pyramids, highlighting the social hierarchy and roles of members
of Medieval societies.
They supported this learning by designing characters for their original narratives, producing Medieval
Identification Papers, using the classic technique of ‘tea bag staining’. This was the first collaborative project
students participated in, which enabled them to demonstrate fantastic teamwork and a peer supportive
environment.
Students then turned their creative juices to model making; creating Medieval villages which illustrated the
key features of the village and towns of the time. Students elaborated on the significance of these features
and articulated why and how these contributed to society. Finally! Students explored medieval medicine and
medical practices. They designed and created their own ‘Plague Doctor Scents’, which were used in the ‘beak
shaped’ mask of Plague doctors during the Black Death plague to protect from them from harmful diseases
and airborne viruses.
Students were able to draw comparisons between Medieval practices and our advanced medical procedures
in today’s pandemic. Well done Year 8’s on a great start in Integrated Studies.
Miss Walker.
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